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Once Upon a Time…
Original Short
Fairy Tales for Kids
Theater Etiquette
As audience members, it is your job to watch and listen carefully to the
action on stage. The performers and crew members want to put on the
best performance for you. Please remember and practice these do’s and
don’ts of theatre etiquette:

Do...

Don’t...

Use the bathroom before the
show begins

Speak during the
performance, unless it is an
emergency

Laugh when the performance is
funny

Kick the seats in front of you
or put your feet up on the
seats

Applaud when the show is over

Put or throw anything on the
stage

*Possible activity idea for presenting information: allow students to act
out the theatre etiquette rules as a whole class or small group.
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“Tweet”

Once Upon a Time…
Original Short
Fairy Tales for Kids

Synopsis:
In the Wakawaka Forest, there lived a bird named Tweet who was unable to ﬂy because
she had a sick wing. The prince of the birds, Matón was always very mean to Tweet
because of her disability. Tweet, however, was nice to everyone and always offered to
help. Although Tweet was unable to ﬂy, she had a special power: her amazing ability to
sing! She would often go to the edge of the forest where she thought she was all alone
and sing. However, the magical witch, named Witcha, always secretly listened to Tweet’s
songs. One day, there was a great big roar that shook the entire village. Everyone
stopped. Witcha appeared and warned the village birds that they must stop dividing the
ﬂock and neglecting their strongest singer, Tweet. Will the birds be able to unite? Will
Tweet ﬁnally be appreciated by Matón?
Characters:
Tweet: Tweet is a bird that is unable to ﬂy because of her sick wing. She has an amazing
hidden talent, however: her beautiful ability to sing. Tweet also has a very kind, caring
heart and loves to help others.
Matón: Matón is the prince of the birds. He is very mean to Tweet because of her
disability. He was preparing for his birthday feast when a loud roar stopped everyone in
their tracks.
Witcha: Withca is a magical witch who was outcast by the birds because of her unique
powers. Witcha listens to Tweet’s beautiful singing, and, ultimately helps to reunite the
birds.
Pre-Show Discussion Questions:
1. People are different in many ways, and it is our unique qualities that make us such
an important part of our community. What makes you unique or different?
2. In order for us to have a strong classroom community, what sort of relationship
rules do we need? How should a strong community treat one another?
Post-Show Discussion Questions:
1. What made Tweet unique? How was Tweet treated at the beginning of the story?
How was Tweet treated at the end of the story?
2. At the beginning of the story, did the village of birds have a strong community?
How was the community divided? How did they unite at the end?
*Pair with the book “Just Ask” by Sonia Sotomayor*

Cut each strip of paper. Give each student a
strip of paper. Instruct students to write or
draw what makes them unique. Then help
the students connect their papers with one
another to form one large paper chain.
Show students that although we are all
different, we are all connected as a
classroom community!

Have each student identify one thing that makes
them unique or different. Show students that
although we are all different, we are all
connected as a classroom community!
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Tweet
by: Dinah K. Aming’a
Once upon a time in a hidden village in Wakawaka
forest, there lived a bird called Tweet. Tweet had a sick
wing so she could not fly. She also could not help in
collecting the food for summer and winter seasons for the
young ones and old ones who could not migrate during
spring. Every other bird was almost nice to Tweet except
the big bad king’s son Matón who teased and made fun of
Tweet every time he saw her. Despite being unable to fly,
Tweet did have a special power, however: she loved
singing.
If Tweet was not looking after the young ones, she
was helping the old birds cross the road and any bird
that needed help. Tweet loved helping every other
bird even when they were mean to her. But, when
she was alone, she loved singing by herself near the
edge of their village which was surrounded by tall,
humongous trees. Tweet thought that she was
always by herself among the trees because no bird
went to the edge of the village when they can just fly
above. But the village witch, Witcha, secretly watched
her every time she sang. Witcha could tell other birds
their future, but they were frightened of her so she
was an elderly outcast whom other birds visited only when they had very huge problems
they could not find a solution for without magic.
One special day, every bird was busy doing their jobs but Tweet was hiding
because Matón was up to no good because it was his birthday. The town was preparing
for the big feast and because it was nearing spring, they were preparing to migrate to
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look for feeding grounds. They also had to be careful to avoid the hunting cats who
would eat them, and their hiding bunker could only accommodate a few birds.
Everyone was doing their work and part of their deal, when a strange roar
sounded from just outside the village perimeter. Everything stopped….everyone
stopped….every breath stopped. Tweet was in the middle of jumping off a roof to avoid
the mischievous Matón and because the roar caught her in the air; she fell. Everything
erupted to chaos and screams, panic set in and all the birds scattered. Some flew and
knocked each other out of the sky, others knocked each other out the road. The king
tried to calm the birds down but, everyone was scared too far gone to hear his chirping.
“Prrrrrrr”, a whistle sounded and everyone stopped again. Witcha, the witch, rose
slowly into the air spreading her wings until every village bird could see her. She looked
at every bird and said, “I tried to warn you that when we do not work together, some
animal bigger than us are going to try and migrate us completely.” Then the king said,
“But we’ve been working together?” Witcha answered, “Really? Because the last time I
checked, everyone has been mean to the old, no one teaches the young ones to fly
unless it is two days before migration day. You leave old guards to take care of the ones
behind and we neglect the ones with disabilities.” A hush murmur moved around the
crowd, everyone was confused and talking at once. “Prrrrrrr” Witcha blew her whistle
again. “No one uses my magic until they are in dire need, we have forgotten all about
what keeps us as birds together: our love for flying and migration. You have divided the
flock and worst of all; you neglected your strongest
singer Tweet. You forgot the legend of our sleeping
ancestors’ spirit who need our voices to help them
sleep. Only Tweet does this task… and what do we
do? We mock her failure of flying, especially the
prince, Matón.”
Everyone gasped….then another roar came
and everyone was terrified. Witcha flew down to
Tweet and asked her to sing. Tweet cowered behind
a flower and said, “But I don’t sing. I just help out
around town and with my sick wing, I cannot fly
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anywhere to sing.” Every bird gasped. “Do you want to call me a liar Tweet?” Witcha
asked. “No,” she said. “Then sing Tweet before the storm comes. When the ancestors
get angry, storms start and we will be helpless with our wings because our magic is
weak.”
The roaring sound continued and every bird was scared: the king was scared,
prince Matón was scared and Tweet was scared most of all because she knew she was
the only one who could not fly. The trees started to shake, making the branches break,
and every bird was running for their lives. Everything was in chaos and the King did not
know what to do, no bird could fly and the guards were helpless to fly against the raging
wind.
Then, a croaky sound started singing and every bird paused again,
Hello, out there, my name is Tweet
Hello, out there, all I do is eat
I cannot fly; I cannot help but be
Tweet
To everyone’s surprise, it was Matón. Matón stopped
singing and looked at everyone and said, “I might be
mean at Tweet but I also enjoy her singing when no
one is listening. I am usually mean because she is
special but she does not see it herself.” Everyone
gasped. Tweet was beside herself with surprise.
While the roaring, shaking and rambling was going on, Matón walked to Tweet, offered
her his hand and encouraged her to sing.
Hello, out there, my name is Tweet
Hello, out there, all I do is eat,
I cannot fly; I cannot help but be Tweet.
I love my village, I love my forest
I everyone even when they don’t
I might not fly, but I like to sing
My name is Tweet, hello out there.
La-La-La-La, La-La-La-La*2
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I don’t know you out there, but I care
My name is Tweet and I like to sing, Hello out there.
Every bird was amazed. Slowly, they started singing in their beautiful voices to
appease the ancestors. The more they sang, the
more the roaring and shaking reduced and as
the whole village sang, the raging stopped.
The villagers hugged each other and
Matón hugged Tweet and told her he was sorry
for being mean to her all the time. The magic
was restored; the unity and strength of the birds
when they worked together. From that day,
every bird loved the other, and made sure they
sang Tweet’s song each morning. Life was full and bright, and the birds lived together in
harmony. Most magical of all, Tweet got to experience her first migration as the ancient
magic healed her wing. She lived a happy tweeting bird ever after.
THE END

